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Cute, as they can be, rabbits are nothing more than a pest in your vegetable garden. They especially like peas and beans, but they will also eat other vegetables and plants. Here are some ways to keep rabbits out of your garden. Create a 2-foot (61 cm) high fence around your garden from chicken wire. Expand it to 3 feet (91 centimeters) tall if there are
jackrabbits in your area. Bury at the bottom a few inches (at least 5 cm) of fence underground so that rabbits can not burrow at the bottom. Make sure that the eye openings are no more than 1 inch (2.5 cm) wide so that rabbits can't squeeze through [source: Olkowski]. Insert the electric fence. Protect individual trees and plants with a grid cylinder, which is at
least 2 inches (5 cm) away from trees and plants. Instead of a grid can be used for tree protection, commercial or homemade from jute bags or aluminum foil. [source: Olkowski] Reject rabbits with aromas that they do not like. This includes dried blood and the urine or feces of any of their natural predators. In garden supply stores you can buy dried blood and
fox urine. The blood of the fox can be sprinkled on cotton balls tied to the fence of your garden. You have to reapply it after the rain [source: Utt]. Sprinkle vinegar, liquid chili powder or hot pepper flakes around your garden. You can also put vinegar-soaked corn herbs around the garden. Re-soak the corn cob every two weeks and after the rain. Spread
human hair around the garden. In addition to the deterrence of rabbits, the hair will split into good fertilizer. Just ask the hair salon for a bag of cut hair [source: Utt]. Plant clover or planttain resistance near your garden, because rabbits prefer your vegetables [source: Utt]. Some gardeners use mothballs or moth flakes to deter rabbits. However, it is not safe to
use around vegetables or if you have children around. [source: Utt] The period of pregnancy in rabbits is 29-35 days with 1-12 infants per litter; can occur within just 10 minutes of the birth. A short cycle of childbirth means that a female rabbit can give birth to a new strain until it is finished weaning the previous litter. Rabbits prefer to have their youth in a nest
that is safe from predators and lined with mother's fur. Mothers sometimes eat their youth after birth for many reasons, such as a stillborn baby. Baby rabbits are blind at birth and last about 10 days to open their eyes. They begin to wean for four weeks, but should stay with their mother until they are six to eight weeks old. Wild rabbits are constantly
throughout the breeding season, which lasts from February to September. Female rabbits ovulate after they merge and are considered constantly fertile. Rabbit's short, 30-day gestational period allows you to produce up to five litters per average of four to five sets per litter. Garbage sizes can range from three to eight to eight A mother rabbit usually spends
time from the nest during the day to better protect its nest from the unwanted attention of predators. Sets require one feeding every 24 hours and fed at night. You wouldn't expect Peter Rabbit, the adaptation of Beatrix Potter's classic children's book, to be the subject of controversy, and yet here we are. Within three days of the Sony Pictures film being
opened in theaters, it has already received a hostile reaction to a scene that many parents say can be dangerous for children with severe food allergies. According to Vanity Fair, the scene features Peter Rabbit and his fellow bunnies throwing blackberries in Domhnall Gleeson's character, Mr. McGregor, who has a blackberry allergy. One of the berries finds
itself in the character's mouth, so he chokes from anaphylaxis (severe allergic reaction), which he needs to treat by injection of EpiPen. The new film, By Peter Rabbit, has a scene that can be alarming to young viewers who have food allergies, Kids with Food Allergies Foundation posted on its Facebook page. The character is intentionally attacked with his
allergen, which leads to anaphylaxis and the use of epinephrine. Parents should know about it until your kids see the movie so you can talk to their child(s) about it. Some Twitter parents even call for a boycott of the film because they believe it allows us to respond to serious allergic reactions. Others are worried that children may end up copying what they
see on the screen and put the allergic child in danger. Sony and Peter Rabbit's filmmakers have since apologized for the scene. In a joint statement cited by The Associated Press, the studio and the filmmakers said they did not have to illuminate allergic reactions even in a caricatured, slapstick manner. Food allergies can actually be serious, even life-
threatening. If someone ingests food they are allergic, they may develop anaphylaxis, a condition p. McGregor ends up, which can cause your airways to narrow down. Only in such emergencies, many people with food allergies carry epiPens containing epinephrine. The hormone also occurs naturally in the body and can be used to treat some symptoms of
anaphylaxis by raising blood pressure, relaxing muscles in the lungs and reducing hives and swelling. Experts worry that food allergies in the movie joke could cause the public to take them less seriously in IRL. This condition hurts our members because it encourages the public not to take the risk of allergic reactions seriously, and this cavalry approach may
force them to act in a way that could endanger an allergic person, Kenneth Mendez, president and CEO of the American Asthma and Allergy Foundation, wrote in an open letter. We encourage you to examine your portrayal of bullying in your movies focused young audience, writes in the letter. We strongly recommend refraining from programming the type
that mocks food allergies in the future. In a society where people with food allergies and intolerance are already considered punchline-worthy, do we really need cartoon bunnies to get into the act of bullying? Related: For many people, the image that comes to mind mentioning a rabbit is a soft, fluffy cute bunny; The image of the children can be a caricature
of a rabbit carrying eggs or even an animated character bugs bunny basket. But for those who like the garden, the rabbit is a destructive, annoying pest that eats the landscape and causes expensive damage. However, before condemning rabbits as culprits, it is important to verify the identity of the villain. The first step is to determine whether it is rabbits
eating in your garden, looking at the evidence. One of the very reliable signs of marauding rabbits is when you see an area scattered with rough, round, fecal granules - rabbit scat (poop). Depending on the species, they can be between 1/4 inch and 1/2 inch in size. You can also see rabbit hair or fur caught on or under tree branches, rabbit trails or nests
under bushes or brushes. But the strongest sign that there is a family of pest rabbits nearby, is their harm and destruction: Rabbits can and will eat almost any tender plant. In the spring, they will feed on newly sprouted grass and clover; In autumn and winter, when food is less affordable, they will survive any bark and seedlings they can find. But too often,
rabbit favorite food is exactly the same food that homeowners like - tasty products found in vegetable gardens and fruit bushes. Favorites are vegetables such as beans, beets, broccoli, carrots, lettuce and peas; herbs such as cilantro and parsley; and objects of trees and berries, such as almonds, apples, berries, plums, etc. For good measure, many rabbits
also love your decorative flowers, shrubs and trees. Although rabbits can be demolished about any tree, they prefer smooth, light bark and gentle shoots of young trees through the rough, hard bark of older trees. Crushing trees can cause significant damage, especially if rabbits completely peel off the entire bark or any essential branches. Rabbits will crush
things other than plants, including intestines, wires and tissue. As everyone who kept homemade rabbits in the house knows, rabbits will crush almost everything, including furniture, shoes, clothes, cables and wires. Of course, there are other wild animals that also feed on mild plants and clutch trees and shrubs-deer, squirrels, chips, wood chips and raccoon
are all familiar villains in this drama. But when you see that the plants choke and the bark is crushed, and in the area there are telltale faeces pellets, it is almost clear, rabbits rabbits Blame. And you can get a check by noticing the definite tracks of the rabbit's long back legs, impressed by the soil. Illustration: Spruce/Madelyn Goodnight The best way to
control rabbit damage in the garden is to deter their presence and prevent access to plants. Professional control is also available through pest control companies that provide annoying wildlife management services. As is true, when you try to protect against any wildlife, the most important recommendation is to use fences around the garden or any other area
that needs protection. Chicken wire with a 1/2- to 1 inch mesh is a good option to protect yourself from the rabbit fence to be at least 2 feet tall so that rabbits don't jump over it. To prevent rabbits from burying under it, the fences must be at least six inches below the ground or attached to the ground so that the lower edge is sealed. Electric net fences can
also be used to temporarily control seasonal gardens. Spruce/Mika Issitt and Adrienne Legault Use 1/4- to 1/2 inch mesh poultry nets to create cylinders to protect new trees, shrubs, or vines. Again, fencing must be buried to avoid burial, and the cylinder must be at least 2-4 inches larger than the diameter of the plant and removed from it so that the rabbits
do not push the netting and do not reach the nibble If you find evidence of rabbit nests, remove it and modify or block the area so that they do not return. Actively reduce the options for nests by removing small branches of bushes that give rabbits. Remove tall, dense piles of vegetation and wood and garbage. Control the vegetation along the rows of the
fence. Seal spaces under buildings. Live trapping is an option, but it is usually not recommended to do it yourself, because you need to have some strategy for dealing with a trapped animal. Since rabbits are considered agricultural pests in many countries and because they can transmit diseases, there are often laws governing where and how you can
release wild rabbits. Chemical repellents may be used for some trees, vines or other plants at risk from rabbits. However, this can lead to an unpleasant smell, taste or stickiness. Due to this image and their toxicity, most repellents are not suitable for use in vegetables or other food crops, as they can make the plant unsent in humans. In addition, repellents
often work only for a short time and need to be used frequently again. If you choose to use a repellent, read carefully and follow all the label instructions before use. Weapons hunting and killing traps are also an opportunity to fight rabbits, but state and local rules vary greatly in this practice. You must know and comply with all laws in your field and state or
management specialist. In cities, shooting of any kind, kind, with a simple BB gun is usually not allowed, and similar restrictions usually prohibit the killing of traps due to the danger they pose to pets. Areas where rabbits are abundant will naturally attract some wild predators, such as foxes, swamps, owls or even snakes. Even in the inner areas of the city,
wild predators can recognize the source of food and settle to hunt rabbits. These small predators rarely pose any danger to family pets, and they do not pose any danger to humans. So instead of trying to chase foxes or hawks, welcome to their presence as a solution to your rabbit problem. Or, if you have a family dog with hunting instincts that can roam
your fenced yard, it is very unlikely that rabbits will feed any of your plants. Domestic cats can also be an effective deterrent, although most experts do not advise allowing pet cats to roam outdoors where they can pose a danger to songbirds. Despite the long evidence that they really do not work, people continue to use certain methods against rabbits. Some
losing strategies include: Devices designed to scare or deter rabbits, such as noisemakers, flashing lights or ultrasonic sound waves, certainly do not frighten or otherwise affect rabbits. Within a few hours rabbits will learn to ignore these means and continue to happily feed your plants. Any figure of faux owls, snakes and hawks is sold as shawts designed to
scare off rabbits and other pest animals. They don't work. There are no pesticides or toxic baits registered by the EPA for the control of rabbits. And although rabbits are rodents, under no circumstances do not use bait poisons of rats or mice, considering that they poison rabbits. There is no way to control the use of such poisons outdoors, and it is much
more likely to kill neighboring animals than to kill rabbits. Defending against rabbits is a constant battle. No matter how you choose to prevent rabbits, repell or get rid of them, or how successful these methods are at this time, you will need to be constantly vigilant. Rabbits multiply. Well, like rabbits, and there will always be more coming to explore your garden
and landscape. Constant defense of rabbits requires: Regularly inspect the fence to make sure that rabbits do not get through them, under them or around them. The provision of plants weekly due to damage. Observation of signs of rabbits-faeces pellets, chewing plants, skimmed bark, etc. Acting as soon as you see the first sign of rabbits. Spruce / Mika
Issitt and Adrienne Legault Legault
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